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About This Game

Lucky Night is back. Enjoy the most free and lucky poker game night.

Lucky Night: Poker Games is a VR multiplayer online poker game. Have the most impressive Blackjack and Texas Hold'em
games in the world of virtual reality.

Key Features:

●Texas Hold'em, and BLACKJACK

Like Lucky Night: Texas Hold'em and want more? Now you can play blackjack too.

●Play with old and new friends

Allow at most 6 matched players play together. A VIP player can create private rooms and invite friends.

●Simple and natural controlsonly.

Interact with the chips and cards just like playing a real poker game.

●Exciting poker games
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Observe competitors’ actions, and guess their strategies to earn more chips. Watch the live on the big screen to get more
information of the current game.

●Customizable Avatar

Many kinds of hair styles, clothing, shoes and accessories are available. Grab what you like and cast to your body to change to
new style.
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Title: Lucky Night: Poker Games
Genre: Casual
Developer:
ATC Games
Publisher:
ATC Games
Franchise:
Lucky Night
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i5 - 4590/AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 ( AMD Radeon R9 290 )

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated sound card

English,Simplified Chinese
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game doesn't load, so its unplayable.. useless and no updates. Game is broken don't buy. It will just sit at the Lucky Night Logo
forever.. Edit 3\/21\/19: So the devs charged everyone $1 for their title and then immediately bailed, not ever saying anything to
the community. Absolute trash devs will never do business with them again. Pokerstars Vr usurped them as the leading card
game in VR anyways but do not download this, it stopped working for everyone right after they launched.

After being super late to release its finally here. This is the old Texas hold em game they made with blackjack added.

It is super buggy and feels half finished but it still is the best holder and now blackjack hame on vive right now, easily worth a
dollar however even when their last game was free no one ever played so I fear this will be an issue.

Devs are very silent and never speak to their community. Don't expect much in that side of things but as far as the hame itself if
you're like me and like the casino then this is a must buy.. just make the game playable first please!
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This looks like a great game. However, the hands do not move with the HTC Vive Controllers. I tried everything I could think
of, but to no avail. Otherwise, I could try it out, and I am sure it would be highly recommended.. This game does not work
whatsoever. It'll get stuck on the loading screen or simply crash itself.

Better looking elsewhere for this kind of game.. this game sucks, had the right idea but it just doesnt work, it loads and then it
freezes and gives a blank screen. I am not the first person to say this, after reading it seems to be the norm. These guys need to
fix their game! don't waste your time until thye upgrade it!. It doesn't even work. it doesn't even load.. The game crashed while i
was betting. Plus even if you quit the app, it doesnt close out properly, so i have to restart steam to force close the app.

Then the game implies an open casino setting, but you are locked in your seat while playing. They have slot machines in the
background just as a tease. Id rather not see them if i cant use them.

All the effort went into making it look pretty, while ignoring functionality.... I enjoyed the free to play game so decided to
purchase the paid version.
I really wish I had not bothered.
Game launched after download no problems and I entered the casino. I tried to go to the tables but it just placed me facing a
wall and unable to move or do anything about that. No response from any controller input.
I have tried several times to relaunch the game without sucess and like all the other reviewers I am just left staring at a loading
screen with nothing ever happening.
Complete waste of time.
Do not purchase!
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